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About This Game

In Heavenly Battle you will be able to :
- Fly on a plane

- Destroy lots of different enemies
- Develop your plane

- Be cruising for a bruising
- Kill your time

- Kill lots of bosses!
- An interesting ending?

- Secret mode after full walkthrough for "hardcore-players"?
-AND ALL THIS AMAZING BRILLIANCE in retro-style directly in televisor in your display!
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Best game I have ever played, in this style!. very drab. artsy, but drab. couldn't hold my attention. This is an atmospheric,
spooky little hidden-object game. In it, you wake in a hospital (perhaps a mental hospital) that has become the new home for a
bunch of demons from Hell. Literally. Apparently, someone decided to try an old ritual and it went bad (don't they always?).
And now, you have been chosen by a girl named Angel (or her spirit) to reverse the situation.

Lucky you.

You will need to find all the items you need, though. I mean, you are dressed in a hospital gown...

The HO puzzles are a throwback to older games I played, where all the items are not listed immediately. Still, they are fun. And
the plot is engaging.

Worth the price.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HPWyenJ49gw&feature=youtu.be

**QUICK THOUGHTS**

As minimal as it can \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing get for an early access platformer. Take 'The Impossible Game', slap on
even more crudely drawn Microsoft paint images and a supposed "coffin" containing your hero, absurdely hard jumps, and you
get this nightmare of a title that doesn't even let you play without solving the riddle of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
sphynx.

Of course, this is referring to the game during launch. If you're not sure how to get to the game until it's fixed (which the
developer has informed me is being worked on), simply load game, close game at difficulty select, start game again, choose
continue game, then first stage. (Or just click the giant red START I chocked up to being a header given it's placement. Again,
developer clarified this)

The first stage is passable but don't ask me how the hell I did it. Thumbs up for recomendation simply because it lives up to
exactly what the title says. You're experience on level 2 and beyond may vary though. I also fear the later two difficulties and
what hell they shall bring with them.

Just keep calm, and carry on. And remember, "World remmember you.". This game is awesome for the price!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCjeW73pIN8&t=24s

Its a great jumpscare and if you are a horror fan and just want a great game to play with friends this is great!

. This is the most reliable game recorder that I have ever used. I tried out several like FRAPS, Dxtory, Bandicam, and even free
ones like xfire. Out of every one that I've used this program was the best to use out of all of them. Fraps took too much memory
and didn't compress well. Dxtory was fantastic until certain games doesn't work well with it and renders it useless. Bandicam is
the closest to Playclaw, but playclaw beats it by just the simplicity and features it provides. I haven't encountered a problem with
playclaw since I got it. So long as this program is updated, it never will.. VIKTORIA.
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I may not have a high enough playtime for any sort of professional review from my Kickstarter copy of this Visual Novel, but
the acclaimed kamige you have all been waiting for has finally arrived in English.

Which means, obviously, it has now become kusoge.

Seriously though, even with what little I've experienced, it's already obtained my "recommend" vote. I may not agree with a lot
of things Light has done regarding the Kickstarter up to release, but I seriously doubt there's anything that can come close to
comparing with Dies irae in terms of English-translated Visual Novels currently purchasable - on the Steam market, at the very
least, with Himawari and Da Capo III R at the forefront of this effort.

The prose in Dies irae is incredibly extravagant to the point of theatrics, and it absolutely *works*. The voice acting is
absolutely on point, as well as the artstyle. The characters drive every moment of the story, and I have yet to meet one I didn't
like - even members of the unpronounceable group of super-powered Nazis that I'm too lazy to copy and paste the name of, but
rest assured it's positively *menacing*. With the common route being free, there's little-to-no reason not to jump into the story
for yourself - I may not agree with having the routes as DLC, but you pay the full amount for the game in the end, so I'd like to
think of it as a "try before you buy" sort of deal (regardless of the♥♥♥♥♥♥posting I do on the regular at my account on
Twitter dot com).

Although, since talk of the Baldr Sky localization practically vanished off the face of the Earth after Sekai Project's initial
announcement, at the very least I'll be able to experience Dies irae within my lifetime - and isn't that all that really matters, if
you think about it? Now go forth and read the common route, or wait for someone (with significantly more clout than a relative
newcomer to the medium such as myself) to further justify why you should spend your hard earned cash on the behemoth that is
Dies irae.

And really, purchasing Dies irae will help show Japanese counterparts that there is an audience for these types of Visual Novels
outside of the popular steambait offerings featuring anime girls in compromising positions with breasts as large as the overall
story is thin - which is always a plus in my book, mind you, but there is a time and place for everything, and right now I'm in a
phase where that simply will not cut it for a Visual Novel. It is too late for me to be saved, I DEMAND SUSTENANCE - which
Dies irae provides in absolute *spades* thus far.

I've also been told Spinne is objectively best girl, don't @ me.
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I do not enjoy this game it is harder gto beat than Cuphead, Cuphead, on the other hand is very hard, but enjoyable. This GAME
IS A SYNONYM OF TRASH Also JOin this discord server https://discord.gg/nRcStG. This must be not one of the worst, but
THE worst games I've ever played.
I'm not sure what those baboons are writing positive reviews for.

- You sail so slow, even on fast speed
- You have to use your keyboard to up and lower speed
- Graphics are bad
- It took 10 minutes of my life to figure out where the market is
- Mechanics are aweful compared to P4. Can't figure out whether i'm making a profit or not; have to record it
- Everything about it is horrible, I'm upset I didn't try this when I first bought it, now I can't refund this dump. If you are really
bored and looking for Medieval Builder then you are probably going to buy this anyways.

I really can not recommend the game unless you have low expectations. It has a really low replay value. This story is so touching
and nice.. the ending just made me feel sad yet happy at the same time :'( Though it' only 7 days of journey, it left me in love
with his game :') i love this game, totally recommend it! ♥. REVIEWING PC VERSION
Luna is a really specific piece when taken from the point of view of the PC gamer. It's a game made out of poetry. Because of
it, writing of this review wasn't simple. Read further to find out more - TL;DR and conclusion at the very end.

When I was buying this game, there were plenty of reviews concerning the VR version of it but I didn't find any review about
the PC version. Therefore, I made a flip-a-coin decision after which I decided to buy the game, even though there were some
cons speaking against the purchase: short story, repetitiveness, lack of replaybility, lack of challenge plus no VR experience for
which it was made previously and actually no "easter-eggs" or special game concepts in PC version. The price of 10,5 Euros
could have been also taken into account by some gamers but when it comes to independent developers, I close my eyes and just
buy it.

The game itself is a complete dream, poetry made into the game. It's just a contemplative piece, although there isn't even a
single word spoken. The story's still heartmoving somehow as you are playing as the Bird (Nightingale?) finding his way home.
The quests are made as puzzle which may be easily solved on the computer. However, cons stated in previous paragraphs still
count. Therefore I recommend every PC player to think the purchase twice. The player must know he's a poet in his heart and
he didn't come to play this game but to have an aesthetic experience with some interaction. For better experience, it's good to
play the game in the evening or during the night which actually helps to achieve the contemplative feeling effectively. If you
just want to have solid gameplay experience and aren't interested in poetry of the game at all, just don't buy it (for PC, VR
experience may be different but I can't have an opinion on that now).

TL;DR (REVIEWING PC VERSION)
Pros:
+aesthetic experience (but reduced because of NO VR)
+heartmoving story of the Bird when finding his way home
+interesting game concept and environments
(may be added) +independent developers

Cons:
-lack of replaybility
-quest-repetitiveness
-short gameplay
(may be added) - price

As you see, it's very hard to make a conclusion from equal number of pluses and minuses. Nevertheless, personally I
recommend this game but only to those who are poets somehow, as I stated before and I still think there may be some poet PC
gamers which may be disappointed by the game. Other types of gamers will probably dislike the game as a whole.. Loading And
Unloading Containers And Pallets Is a Very Busy Day, its pretty fun.. As a fan of point & click advnture and of noir films, I
found this game very disappointing. The gameplay is annoying (not allowed to continue without the right clue even when you
know the next step as opposed to having to solve a puzzle without any clue whatsoever), and includes irritating mini-challenges.
Ad\\nd finally, the script is cheesy, even for noir story, with rather poor voice acting. Definitely not going to play the sequel..
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Nifty and different. Totes a puzle game, so not my thang. But it seems to have potential. I will revisit when not drunk.
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